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Abstract: the article is devoted to the study of egocentrism. The topicality of this problem is stipulated by the fact that the results of the research on human motives to determine one’s ability or inability to act for the benefit of others and sacrifice one’s own interests for the sake of achieving a common high goal are in high demand nowadays among specialists engaged in teambuilding at work, sport events and so on. The purpose of the article is to study reasons for the egoistic and altruistic behavior of a person, as well as identify tendencies for a particular behavior with the help of modern technologies. The leading method to investigate this problem is cybertraining, the application of which makes it possible to identify the motivation of an individual to achieve common results in teamwork, as well as the influence of internal and external factors on this motivation. The conducted study revealed a close relation between the person’s inner attitude towards cooperation and high success rates of an individual. It was also found that the method of cybertraining allows to reveal with a high degree of accuracy the ability and inability of a participant to perform in a joint activity. The results of the study can be practically useful in business coaching, training cosmonauts and employees from other areas where successful teamwork plays a key role in achieving the organization’s goals.
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Egocentrism is the quality intrinsic in every person. Usually it is attributed with a negative characteristic,
while personality psychology claims that Ego is the basis of the very existence of man and is responsible for maintaining two most important needs of the living being: self-preservation instinct and reproductive instinct.

If one depicts a triangle, these instincts will be located at its base, with the human ego being at the top.

1. Discussion

In modern science the concept of “egocentrism” is used much more often than “egoism”, which is more common in everyday communication and fiction. Issues related to egocentrism are considered, first of all, by psychological sciences, especially concerning the study of speech in the process of personality development. A child is almost always in the egocentric position; therefore, his speech is egocentric. Jean Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, stated that a child never aspires to stand in the place of the interlocutor, declares only his views and needs, and therefore his speech is self-centered. The very essence of a small person existence is his physical well-being, so he perceives the environment as a continuation of his individual physical self.

Piaget suggested introducing a coefficient measuring egocentric speech, or E.S. It is a fraction where the egocentric speech is the numerator, and the spontaneous speech is the denominator. The value of the coefficient is affected by the level of the child’s activity, as well as what kind of relations he has with adults and peers. When relations are unstable, and the child is mostly on his own, the value of the E.S. coefficient increases. As a rule, the highest rate (up to 75% of spontaneous speech) is observed at the age of three, by the age of six it begins to decrease significantly, and after seven it is mostly not observed. However, if authoritarian, command style of communication with adults takes place, egocentrism in speech can increase. And, on the contrary, among peers, where different Egos are equal, the level of egocentrism in speech decreases.

L.S. Vygotsky defined egocentric speech as speech “for self”. He claimed that with age, it does not disappear completely, but transforms into inner speech, or inner dialogue. Without this inner dialogue, which reflects the person’s experience of the outside worlds, it is extremely difficult to develop intelligence, and personality.
Jean Piaget noted that egocentric speech is a sign that people do not fully understand their importance and their unique opportunities. Therefore, they extrapolate their subjective ideas to the environment. Personal vision of the world is obvious, since each person has his own unique history of life. Sensations, perceptions, emotions make this vision purely individual. When communicating with other people, a person can find some common points, but this does not compensate for his personal life experience; experience that does not leave a person throughout his life, although it changes with self-development, self-knowledge, self-realization in the society, i.e. during mental development.

Before the time psychology was defined as a scientific discipline, N.G. Chernyshevsky used the concept “reasonable egoism”.

This term was invented as a more positive variant of the usual “egoism”, which in most cases and for most people has a negative connotation. The egoist is focused only on himself and does not care about the interests of the people around him, whereas the rational egoist understands that such behavior is unfavorable, useless and imprudent. Consequently, a reasonable egoist can take into account his own needs and interests but does not affect the needs of others at the same time. Obviously, the question arises Is such behavior selfish?

The concept of “reasonable egoism” became especially popular after the publication of the novel “What is to be done?” written by N.G. Chernyshevsky in 1863 [11]. Russian thinker, scientist, author, critic and supporter of revolutionary democratic ideas, elaborated the theory of “reasonable egoism” in his works. Egoism, in his opinion, serves as the basis for noble behavior of a person. In his work “The Anthropological Principle in Philosophy”, he puts that “a man acts the way he likes to, chooses what is convenient, what tells him to give up a lesser benefit or less pleasure for more profit, more pleasure; only then the maximum benefit is achieved” [12, p. 116]. Striving for personal benefit, N.G. Chernyshevsky believes, is intrinsic in human nature and a very important feature.

However, common benefit, according to the author, is much more important than personal egoism. “The common humanity interest stands above the benefits of a particular nation, the
common interest of an entire nation stands above the interests of a separate class, the interest of a bigger estate is above the benefits of a smaller one” [12, p. 214]. According to the writer, a person should always understand what is more important and this kind of understanding should define his behavior. Every action, according to this idea, must be carried out in the interests of the common benefit; in this case it will be considered a virtue. Consequently, N.G. Chernyshevsky’s reasonable egoism is based on a person’s understanding of the advantages of the common advantage over his own, exclusively egoistic.

A question may arise: if a person sets other people’s wellbeing above his own, and also makes efforts to achieve this well-being, what is the difference between reasonable egoism and altruism?

In his concept, N.G. Chernyshevsky aimed to combine egoism and necessary interaction of people within a society. He suggested developing such a social system where people’s relationships are under the control of the mind, and person’s interests inspire a person to be ready for heroism and self-denial for the better good of the society. In fact, N.G. Chernyshevsky’s theory equals rational egoism and altruism.

However, in everyday discourse, altruism, as a rule, is completely opposed to egoism. Altruism is understood as readiness to serve people without any self-benefit, i.e. sacrifice for the others’ well-being. Altruism as a term was proposed by the French philosopher and sociologist A. Comte. He opposed altruism and egoism and claimed that an altruistic person acts for the benefit of the others rather than for his own good [3, p. 584-586].

 Nowadays the differences between egoism and altruism are just as obvious, and the problem of egoism and altruism is as relevant as 150 years ago. Modern psychological sciences introduce the concept of the biopolar continuum “egoism-altruism”, where egoism and altruism are two opposite states which a person has simultaneously. In fact, one can observe a large variety of how egoism is manifested. These include narcissism, hedonism, already mentioned reasonable egoism and reasonable altruism. What exactly a person chooses depends on his level of self-development.

Egoism as a concept was also considered by the N.G. Chernyshevsky’s
contemporary, Russian writer I.S. Turgenev. In his novel “Rudin”, 1856, he presents a classification of egoists, given to the reader by one of the heroes of the book, African Semenovich Pigasov: “There are three categories of egoists: those who live and let others live; those who live but do not let others live; finally, those who both do not live, and do not let others live. Women mostly belong to the third category” [7, c.213]. Despite some chauvinism expressed by Pigasov, this classification is worth studying. Any of us will easily accept the “egoist” who lives and does not interfere with others. This idea relates to the concept of reasonable egoism. The situation when a person lives only for himself, without letting others live, is a classic manifestation of egocentrism. Women raising children can be attributed to the first category of egoists, while managers who abuse their position to tyrannize their employees belong to the second type.

The third kind of egoists are mostly lonely people. They often set high demands to themselves and others, which makes it difficult for them to communicate with other people regardless of gender, which we see by the example of the hero of the novel, Afrikan Pigasov. This behavior is typical for lonely women who could not create a family. In most cases they try to express their frustration by behaving aggressively towards men. Another example is the men who grew up surrounded by the excessive care and overprotection of mothers and sisters. They grow narcissistic and have no sincere feelings for anyone else. I.S. Turgenev speaks about this with the words of his hero, Rudin: “Rudin started talking about self-esteem, and spoke very sensibly. He argued that a person without vanity is worthless, since it is the only thing that can move the Earth, but that at the same time he deserves the name of a man who knows how to master his pride, as a horse rider, who sacrifices his personality for common good ... Selfishness”, he concluded, “is suicide. The selfish person withers like a lonely, barren tree; but vanity, as a longing for perfection, is the source of all the great...Yes! A man needs to break through the stubborn egoism of his personality in order to give it the right to express itself!” [7, c.226].

However, one must understand the difference between vanity and selfishness. Vanity, to a certain extent, is a positive quality, since it stimulates the
self-development, while selfishness, on the contrary, restricts any development, since a person is stuck on himself and accepts nothing but his personal interests.

By the end of the 19th century, the mind and consciousness of man became one of the most studied topics in psychology as an independent scientific discipline. Psychology tried to explain scientifically and demonstratively the role of awareness and egoism in the life of an individual and society as a whole. For this reason the concept of egoism appears in many scientific works of that time. The German philosopher A. Schopenhauer wrote: “I and egoism are the whole: if the latter disappears, then, in fact, there is no former” [2, p. 120].

The practice of psychoanalysis advanced in the study of egoism. One of the leading psychoanalyst scientists, the Austrian psychiatrist Sigmund Freud, examining his patients, drew attention to the fact that some of them could not consciously control their emotions. This led him to the conclusion that something “unconscious” appears in the psyche of people and plays a significant role in their lives. According to his theory, in the psyche, one can observe three phenomena: I (Ego), Super-I (Super-Ego) and IT (Id, the unconscious). Id is a manifestation of pure egoism a person is already born with, which makes him constantly strive to obtain pleasure and satisfaction of his desires. By the age of five, Super-Ego manifests itself, begins to differentiate between the good and the bad, and performs a limiting function. Ego is in the search for a permanent compromise between Super-Ego and the unconscious. These three phenomena, according to S. Freud, have a very strong influence on the personality. Under normal conditions, they appear rather cohesively and do not contradict significantly. According to S. Freud, we can assume that the Id reflects the biological level of a person, Ego is its psychological level, and the Super-Ego is a social level [8].

Further, the American psychologist E. Berne, one of the adherents of the theory of S. Freud, advanced his theory of sub personalities, according to which there are three hypostases in the human psyche: The child who manifests himself through desires, emotions and needs, the Parent, with his inherent disposition for orders, rules and restrictions, as well as the Adult, responsible for predictions, conscious behavior and logic [1].
The Parent reflects the collective experience and traditions, he seeks to limit all feelings and actions with certain rules and norms that have been practiced for centuries. The key concepts of the Parent: it is good, it is bad, you can do that, you cannot do that, you must, you have to, etc. The Parent always relies on experience and is confident that he is right, so he is not argued with. The Adult prefers using his mind. Before making a conclusion of what is right and what is not, he carefully analyzes everything himself. He is always independent in his behavior, and this gives him the opportunity to take his role in a dialogue. The Child is guided only by two rules in his life: I want and I do not want, he is impulsive, tends to show emotions spontaneously, take offense and is very capricious. Unlike the sub personalities of the Parent and the Adult, the Child is much more self-centered and focused on himself and his needs.

In general, E. Berne’s ideas are reflected in the theory of “SME” by N.N. Obozov [5]. In ancient times, philosophers put forward their theories, basing them on their personal observation and reflection on the world around them. Due to continuous practical observation and analysis, they managed to distinguish three basic components of human behavior: cognitive (thinking), affective (emotion) and practical (action); these components are especially evident in interpersonal communication. According to what components dominates human behavior, one can talk about three types of personality.

The first type (cognitive) is more focused on the study of external and internal reality. The second (emotional) is mainly interested in communicating and interacting with other people, for the third (practical) type activity and its successful completion come first.

To denote these types, the concepts “Thinker”, “Interlocutor and “Doer” are used. Apparently not every person can be attributed to a certain pure type, but one can identify prevailing behavior. High study achievements and tendencies to speculate characterize the Thinker, the desire to communicate and be in constant interaction with people is peculiar to the Interlocutor; the Doer prefers to act and change the environment and does it very effectively. Since the Thinker mostly speculates, he is constantly concentrated on his inner world, and is not characterized associable or willing to control
something. It is much easier for the Interlocutor to establish contacts, he knows how to charm, looks trustworthy, appreciates a friendly atmosphere and, as a rule, has an excellent sense of humor. The Doer is always busy with activities, completes his tasks, likes distinct goals and clear tasks that require him to be determined. Unlike the Thinker, he does not tend to speculate a lot, however, he can successfully organize and control others. This type of people also has an adequate self-confidence that allows them to perform speech in front of large audiences.

The theory of E. Berne and SMEs of N.N. Obozov are similar in many aspects and even complement each other. The Parent is similar to the Doer in his qualities and functions, the Child is more of the Interlocutor, and the Adult is certainly the Thinker. A deeper analysis help underline the connection between S. Freud’s psychoanalytic classification of Super Ego, Ego and Id with E. Berne’s theory. Super-Ego respects rules and orders, which puts it in the Parent’s position. The Adult is more a reasonable egoist, he has the functions of Ego. The child with his spontaneous emotionality and self-focus is Id. SME theory places a greater emphasis on the psychology of man as a whole, without reference to its rational and instinctive components, as psychoanalysis does, however there are some obvious parallels of these theories.

All the concepts discussed above have common idea that egoism is a natural and integral part of human nature. S. Freud in his work “Interpretation of Dreams” wrote: “The child is absolutely selfish, he intensely experiences his needs and irresistibly seeks to satisfy them – especially against his rivals, other children and mainly against his brothers and sisters [9, p. 66]. At the same time, Freud argues that there are some factors when at an early age “altruistic desires and morality wake up in a small egoist” [9, p.68].

American psychologist, an adherent of humanistic psychoanalysis, E. Fromm, also addresses the study of altruism and egoism. In his work “Man for Himself”, 1947, it is said that nowadays in the western countries one can see a discrepancy between the “prohibition for being egoistic” and a real life where “egoism is the most powerful and justified stimulus of man, and, following this imperative stimulus, the individual makes the greatest contribution to the common good” [10, p.114]. In other words, a person is asked
to make a difficult choice: “either love others, which is virtuous, or love yourself, which is sinful” [10]. E. Fromm believed that this imposed opposition leads to a serious disbalance in the person’s soul these days, because love for oneself and love for others do not necessarily have to exclude each other. E. Fromm was convinced that “modern culture inconsistency lies in distorting the meaning of personal interest rather than in egoism or individualism principles. It is not that people are too focused on their personal interest, they rather “do not love themselves” [10, p.121].

H. Selye, a Canadian scientist, the founder of the theory of the adaptation syndrome, in his work “Stress without distress”, 1956, introduced the term “altruistic egoism” as an attempt to find a compromise between egoism and altruism. He states that “altruism can be viewed as a modified form of egoism, collective egoism, which helps society generate nobility. Encouraging other people to wish us good for what we have done for them, and, probably, what we will do, cause positive emotions. This is perhaps the most human way of ensuring public security and sustainability. It eliminates the gap between selfish and self-sacrificing impulses” [6, p. 21].

To sum up the abovementioned, it can be said that both egoism and altruism, despite their seeming contrast, can coexist, moreover, they both are different expressions of the same characteristic. Any action dictated by altruistic motives is useful for those who it was committed for, as well as for those who committed it. The study carried out in 1993 by A. Omoto, D. Clary and M. Snyder proves this statement. The scientists studied the motives of volunteers who helped AIDS patients. They tried to determine what motivated these people to take care of the seriously ill ones. The study revealed that, apart from obvious moral and ethical reasons, volunteers also sought to gain some professional experience that would help them advance in their careers, some wanted to improve their self-esteem and reduce the feeling of guilt, for many it was important to belong to the group and get approval of other people. [4, p. 589]. Although the desire to benefit people and act according to inner beliefs plays an important role when making a decision to become a volunteer, it is obvious that the altruism of these people also has some selfish motives. This again reminds
us of the theory of rational egoism, which calls for action for the benefit of others, as well as for self-benefit.

2. Materials and Methods

Nowadays, the issues of egoism and altruism are not only theoretical, scientific, but also of purely practical interest. The results of the research on motives which encourage a person to put aside his personal interests in order to achieve a higher common goal are on high demand in modern business coaching. One of the most acute issues in building a successful business is the issue of team building and improving teamwork efficiency, increasing motivation of each employee for better cooperation within the working team. The experience of using cybertrainings as a method to identify a person’s ability to work together to achieve a team goal is quite telling.

Everything old is new again. In the late 70s cosmonauts of the Star City were trained according to the medical and psychological, and socio-psychological programs. The section of the socio-psychological program presupposed the use of cybertraining to activate the state of wakefulness among cosmonauts working in the mode of continuous multi-day activity. Since it is well known that the circadian rhythm of the human body indicates a decrease in activity from 3 to 5 in the morning, for that time cosmonauts preferred cybertraining among all types of activities.

By invoking the communication process to solve common problems, cybertraining increased efficiency in the following hours of work in an individual mode. Namely, ritualizing communication during cybertrainings helps improve well-being, activity, mood, which is regarded as a subjective-objective factor of labor efficiency.

While ordinary computer games, played by employees without enough workload, keep player’s attention on competition and individual achievements, cybertraining makes them cooperate. Here comes another type of motivation, another process and most importantly, different results are obtained. Time and accuracy, as is known, are objective criteria for assessing both individual and group work.

In the pre-computer age, time was “killed” in different ways; people simply communicated and played, using dominoes, chess, maps; they were often
engaged in either professional or spiritual activities. Now the computer divides employees. However, the need for communication remains, and people turn to psychologists and psychoanalysts, fortunetellers and psychics. After all, personal problems have not disappeared or decreased greatly, and both competition and material possessions call for individualism. One does not really want to share possessions…

Now, 40 years later, this method of increasing labor efficiency has taken on a new lease of life in other spheres. Firms interested in maintaining a favorable climate and collaboration use cybertraining technologies. St. Petersburg, Moscow, Minsk, Kiev, Ivanovo, Murom, Finland and even Costa Rica are the cities where cybertraining technologies are being applied to the working process.

The main idea of such trainings is the following. One can objectively determine the success of any teamwork with the record of the time spent and its accuracy with the use of a relatively simple and cheap hardware device.

If in numerous and diverse trainings, role-plays and business games, the time for solving a task can be determined with the help of the ordinary watch, then the quality of work is eyeball estimate, e.g. like in figure skating.

Cybertraining gives an objective assessment. The participants of the game can be given various instructions on the cybernetic machine, but the main goal of the activity is: “In front of you there is a device that allows you to determine the group effectiveness (compatibility-collaboration). Using the handles, stretching them, you have to keep the “engine” on the track so that it does not touch the edges of the path. In case of the failure, i.e. poor coordination of actions – the signal indicating an error lights up. Your task is to coordinate your actions and bring the engine from point A to point B. One should work as quickly as possible, making minimum mistakes.

The integral indicator of the success of work (Q) is calculated with the formula:

$$Q = \frac{t - t_{gp}}{t} + \frac{O - O_{gp}}{O}$$

where, $t$ is the average time spent on the task for the general, i.e. known standardized sample (it is attached to the instruction), $t_{gp}$ is how much time this group spent on the task, $O$ is the average number of errors (attached); $O_{gp}$ is the number of errors made by this group.
An integral, balanced indicator of success can help compare groups of employees, joined together for different reasons. The simplest way is to suggest creating groups independently on the basis of affection or another reason. One can also try real motivation in the form of material or moral reward? In the first case it can be a game for money or other material value. In the second – moral and psychological reward.

In the Soviet time playing chess at work was even encouraged, because then there was no motto “Time is money”, as is now. There was a schedule of chess games on the wall, with victories and defeats among employees; victories were celebrated. There were champions who compensated for their failures at work with chess victories. The same is now done by firms that have adopted cybertraining. As you know, the number of pair combinations in a staff can be quite large. If a group is larger, the number of combinations decreases. This is how “spontaneous socialization” takes place, interaction is more intense than in ordinary small-talk communication.

One can teach participants to understand what happens within the group when there is a common goal and how to build an optimal relationship.

Before the start of work, with the agenda of daily duties, a ritual training is offered to identify working groups, their compatibility and success orientation.

In addition to the success rate (Q), it is possible to distinguish leaders and followers, which depends on both physical states, type of activity, mood, repeated situations during teamwork in different combinations of people (pairs, triples, etc). This is a kind of indicator of the activity and skills of leaders and followers. Of course, in well-known designer firms, as before, there will be more leaders, and they are more sophisticated. But also for this case we have a matrix version of the cybernometer.

The matrix version presupposes working together to define a coded letter. Just like when working on the path, the participants of the game must move the engine along the matrix (5x5 = 25 elements) to determine the letters of the Russian or Latin alphabet. The letters are coded in such a way that the field of this matrix must be guessed by light or sound signals. To complicate the task, it is possible to change the outline of letters by turning the base of the letters.

The task itself is to determine the letter as quickly as possible and with a
minimum number of verification elements. The roles will be distributed in such a way that someone will take organizational responsibility. Another participant would prefer the recording of hypotheses of a possible letter. The complexity of the letters is different, but there are such nodal points which most letters have. Identification of the relevant elements of the letter outlines is the heuristic way of solving the problem. The time and number of verification moves are fixed and the Q coefficient is calculated according to the formula. This is an objective indicator of group collaboration. Also, it is possible to measure subjective indicators: self-satisfaction, satisfaction with partners, work, which already refers to group compatibility. One can record physical and physiological components of teamwork. These will be indicator energy costs spent for joint work.

The next use of cyber technologies is the modeling of the most complex group interaction (work of three or more teams) when solving a joint task, i.e. guessing a word, but a proverb or a saying. With this mode, one can observe how a separate group can stand out among the others to coordinate the joint activity, or how the spontaneous collaboration of all participants helps add letters, solve words and even proverbs. This is semantic activity.

In short, with these cybertrainings the most successful type of leaders hipor leader’s specialization (the organizer, the generator of ideas, the performer-protocolist) is most clearly revealed. Moreover, leadership and successful management within and among groups shows “who is who”. This is understandable for both personnel officers, being experts and observers, and the participants themselves. Apparently, any real manager will ask “What are the criteria for recruiting effective, average and unsuccessful groups?”. There are several grounds for grouping, but 40-year research and practical experience shows that the main criteria are as follows:

- **Group distributed by sex**, mixed groups work better where there are fewer women than men $Q = +0.44$, same-sex groups have negative $Q$;
- **Group with mutual interests and liking, antipathies and indifferent** (i.e. not choosing each other according to sociometric data) show the following tendency: those who are indifferent to each other work with the positive coefficient; less successful, but
subjectively satisfied mutual-choosing each other and sociometric favorites of the team. In third place of the Q are those who treat each other negatively or are outcasts in the team. At the initial stage they can still somehow work together, but the interest in the joint activity gradually disappears.

**group with a different behavioral pattern in the conflict by the method of K. Tomas.** Orientation on competition, cooperation, avoidance and adjustment revealed significant differences in the success rate and the duration of effective teamwork. People focused on competition can be called “spiders”, cooperation – “ants”, and avoidance and adjustment – “flies”.

A group of homogeneous “spiders” and “ants” are equally successful at the first stage. But long-term joint work results in the fact that “ants” remain successful for a very long period of up to three days (4 hours each day), while “spiders” gradually cool down, their motivation for teamwork decreases. The group of “flies” is the least successful, especially when it consists of same-sex participants. Groups consisting of both sexes are productive a bit more due to flirting, natural for men and women.

Finally, the development of cybertraining in 2010 allowed us to model a technology which can more adequately reflect the management, economic and psychological components of the individual-collective activity of people. What does it include? In general terms, cybertraining has already been described. However, there is always something to add. The momentum into the creation of this option was a discussion at the Department of Psychology of Management. There is an intensive exchange between the universities of Russia and China. There was the delegation from China to St. Petersburg, and an interesting conversation took place. The author of the article asked the interpreter to share the opinion of the professor of the department. The opinion is the following. If we imagine a straight line (continuum) and on the one hand designate the individualism of Protestant America (the USA), and on the opposite side of the line China (tribal, collectivist), it turns out that Russia is somewhere between these poles. The answer of the Chinese was simple: “You were closer to us before, but where are you now?” My answer remained
unspoken. The whole situation can be simulated in cybertraining.

Since work on the path is already known, it is easy to imagine three operating modes on the cybernometer.

The first option is the same, which has already been described, where all team members are responsible for the success of the work.

The second option suggests dividing the entire path into sectors where all group members will be responsible for a different sector, for example, from A to B, C, etc. (by the number of participants).

The third option means that responsibility for the activity and, most importantly, for management belongs to the leaders of this joint activity.

RESULTS

The results of this cybertraining showed that efficiency increases from the first to the second mode, and reaches its peak during the third working mode. The result does not only show a coordination skill development. Control variants in the reverse order from the third, to the second and the first mode, confirm the correctness of the conclusions.

However, when all the participants were offered to choose one of the modes, it turned out that the students of the first courses preferred the first option more, the second one was less attractive, and finally, one few students chose the third mode which we called the managerial mode. Another result was obtained during the cybertraining with managers who already occupied their top positions. They claimed that they preferred the third mode, or at least the second one. They also added that they would work with greater efforts in the third mode if they were promised a reward. Thus, if there is a reward, motivation increases, and the trend of success differences increases as well, i.e. Q showed just a stunning difference between the collective, individual and managerial working modes.

The first case represents the motivation of the primitive communal, collective self-organization, where every person is rewarded the same way; it could be a gift in the form of an interesting and rare book or money. The second option assumes the division of responsibility for a separate sector. Motivation increases since a person gets a prize for the best results in his area of work. The third option shows even more valuable management, where the best
leader tries to organize a group to get the best reward. It turned out that from an occasional discussion with the Chinese, the last variant of group interaction was created: social-collectivist, individual-possessive and managerial (social-democratic).

3. Conclusion
In general, “cybertraining of successful leadership and management” has shown its efficiency with both cosmonauts, flight crews, tank crews, nuclear power plants operators and other “socio technical systems”, teams of athletes ranging from boat’s crew to hockey players, football players, volleyball players, basketball players, etc.

4. Recommendations
Over the last 5 years, cybertraining of successful leadership and management has been and is being introduced in corporate games and trainings, educational process of schools, lyceums, universities of Russia and other countries (Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Finland).

The results of the study confirm the viability and reasonability of the method and its effectiveness during individual and group selection; most importantly the method can be used for teambuilding or successful managers identification.
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